BORIS CHERNIAK
Keynote Speeches & Seminars
- Mental Health, Anxiety & Stress Relief *** VIRTUAL ***
- Program Your Mind for Success
- You Can Do Anything
- Fear No Fear
- The Study of Self seminar available as an ad-on to an
interactive keynote, which includes Body Language, Communication
components and is designed to inspire leadership and breakthrough
self-discovery.
Categories: AFTER DINNER SPEAKER, ENTERTAINMENT, HUMOR, INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION, SALES, PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT, STRESS MANAGEMENT, TEAMWORK/TEAMBUILDING, PEAK PERFORMANCE, CORPORATE, COMEDIAN,
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, BODY LANGUAGE, FEARLESS ATTITUDE, BEST-SELLING AUTHOR, ASSOCIATIONS,
LEADERSHIP, PRODUCTIVITY, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, TEDX SPEAKER, CELEBRITY, VIRTUAL SPEAKER, GURU

Boris Cherniak is a humorous presenter and a leading expert in psychology of eliminating fears in
life and business. For almost four decades he has helped people tap into their creativity and
imagination to positively impact lives. Achieve goals by acting decisively, while challenging the
norm. Boris encourages growth by breaking patterns of negative thinking to achieve success and
exceed expectations. He inspires positive action leading to productivity and personal enrichment.
The book You Can Do Anything expands on the powerful message. Boris is a 2-time TEDx
speaker, providing humorous examples of limitless possibilities on the road to a successful and
enjoyable life. He fuels imaginations and gives people the tools to strive for higher achievements.
Boris has appeared in over 30 countries and in thousands of presentations as a keynote speaker,
performance coach, entertainer and business speaker. His keynotes boost morale and help teams
and individuals bond while boosting productivity. He provides extraordinary results by helping
achieve excellence in the workplace with a humorous and highly interactive presentation.
Boris is a Ground Breaker and was named Global Gurus Top 30 Motivational Speaker, Global
Leader, Entertainer of the Year and more. Programs “Program Your Mind for Success”, “You
Can Do Anything” and “Fear No Fear” are in high demand. Boris has presented keynotes for IBM,
3M, Domino’s, Microsoft, Raytheon, New York Life, Telus and Google. Boris is credited as the
creator of the term “Google Me”. His clients enrich the lives of their employees. These include
associations, public and private companies from all business sectors - financial, technology, nonprofit and healthcare organizations. Boris has appeared on CNN, CBC, CBS, FOX, NBC among
many others. He is a regular guest expert on Maury, helping eradicate phobias and has also been
profiled on The Robert Irvine Show, Howie Mandel Show, The Casino, Montel, The Vegas
Show, Comics and at Just for Laughs and Boston Comedy Festival. The presentations deliver
side-splitting fun and are the topic of conversation long after. Boris has entertained and helped
boost morale for troops stationed in Afghanistan and Kuwait.
Boris Cherniak authored best-selling self-help audio programs: Relaxation & Motivation, Fast
Phobia Cure, Lose Weight, Eliminate Fear of Public Speaking, Anxiety Relief.
Boris Cherniak’s presentations are interactive and unforgettable, fuelling positive change,
empowerment, leadership, bonding and productivity.

